
 

  

 
 
 
   

Program Guide  
Week 24 

               
Sunday June 5th, 2016 

 
5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 

(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   
 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
5:45 am France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm The Bowls Show - The Bowls Show program features a mix of highlights of the sport's 

biggest events, including the Australian Premier League, Australian Open, and Australian 
Indoor Championships, and segments on coaching, clubs, social bowls, and high 
performance aspects with integration of Australian Jackaroos talent in each episode. 
(From Australia) (Sport)   

 
2:00 pm Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor 

Sport) CC   
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4:00 pm FIFA World Cup 2018 Magazine - This magazine program reports on Russia's 

preparations for the 2018 FIFA World Cup, including details of venues and regions, along 
with a look at football in Russia in general. (Football) CC   

 
4:30 pm Voxwomen Cycling - The Voxwomen Cycling Show is an all-new cycling show created 

exclusively by women. Originally starting as a YouTube series, Voxwomen puts female 
riders in the spotlight, with racing news, tips and a behind the scenes insight into the 
women’s professional peloton and some of the sport’s most talented stars. (Cycling) CC   

 
5:00 pm Cycling: InCycle - All the latest cycling news and highlights from across the world. 

Hosted by Mike Tomalaris. (Cycling) CC   
 
5:30 pm Spying On Hitler's Army - This powerful docu-drama tells the story of one of World War 

II's last secrets - an audacious British intelligence operation to listen in on the private 
conversations of 10,000 German POWs without their ever knowing they were being 
overheard. The prisoners’ unguarded reminiscences and unintentional confessions have 
only just come to light, but prove once and for all just how closely the German army were 
involved in the atrocities of the Holocaust. In this programme, they’re dramatized – word 
for word - from the original transcripts. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:35 pm America's Hidden Pyramid City - Over a thousand years ago a great civilisation built a 

thriving metropolis in the heart of North America. It was larger than Paris and London at 
the time and was known as Cahokia. It’s one of the best kept secrets of western 
archaeology, but using cutting-edge technologies, its mysteries are finally unravelled. (S.3 
Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class. Tba)   

 
8:30 pm DNA Nation - In this final episode, Ian's in the grasslands of Kyrgyzstan in the former 

Soviet Union to discover how his ancestors' horse-taming skills and the invention of the 
wheel changed the course of human history. Julia Zemiro's father's ancestors were on the 
beautiful island of Sardinia, off the west coast of Italy. Ernie Dingo's genetic map leads 
him to Timor Leste, where he learns of humankinds' greatest ever achievements - the 
journey to arrive on the shores of Australia for the first time. (S.1 Ep.3) (From Australia) 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) PG **Final Episode** 

 
9:30 pm Uranium: Twisting The Dragon's Tail - The Rock in Our Future - Uranium saves lives, 

treats cancer and brings hope to millions. Uranium was also a promise of clean limitless 
power. In a remarkable and haunting journey, Dr Derek Muller takes us to Chernobyl and 
Fukushima, where uranium became a nightmare. In our energy hungry, warming world, 
uranium both tempts with unbelievable power and threatens all life on earth. Destroyer 
and saviour, dream and nightmare: the extraordinary paradox of uranium. (From Australia) 
(Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 3) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
10:30 pm Cancer: The Emperor Of All Maladies - The search for a cure for cancer is the greatest 

epic in the history of science. This episode follows the story of Sidney Farber, who 
introduced chemotherapy in the late 1940s, galvanising a full-scale national war on 
cancer. Fast-forward to the present where 14-month-old Olivia Blair is diagnosed with T-
cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia, which spreads to her brain and spinal column. She 
and her parents struggle with the hardships, but now in full remission almost a year after 
her diagnosis, she is still on her journey to finish her three-year treatment plan. (S.1 Ep.1) 
(From the US) (Documentary Series) PG  **New Documentary Series Premiere** 
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 MOVIE: 
11:40 pm A Brand New Life - Inspired by her childhood, French-Korean filmmaker Ounie Lecomte 

recounts the emotional journey of a little girl abandoned by her father in an orphanage. 
Young Jinhee is taken by her father to an orphanage near Seoul. He leaves her there 
never to return, and she struggles to come to grips with her fate. Jinhee desperately 
believes her father will come back for her and take her on a trip. Winner of the Asian Film 
Award at the Tokyo International Film Festival in 2009. Stars Kim Sae-ron, Park Do-yeon 
and Ko Ah-sung. (From South Korea, in Korean) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) PG   

 
 MOVIE: 
1:20 am Black Field - The year is 1654 and a wounded Turkish soldier is taken in by a Greek 

convent. When one of the nuns falls in love with the soldier, the pair plot their escape. In a 
nearby forest, the nun reveals a dark secret that she has hidden from everyone. Directed 
by Vardis Marinakis and stars Sofia Georgovassili, Hristos Passalis and Despina 
Bebedelli. (From Greece, in Greek) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) MA (N,S)   

 
3:15 am The Vasectomist - Over-population, combined with over-consumption, are considered to 

be some of the world's top environmental crises today. This thought provoking 
documentary follows American urologist Dr Doug Stein on his lonely mission to help save 
the planet, one vasectomy at a time. The world's population has now passed seven billion, 
double the number just 50 years ago. Dr Doug Stein travels the globe o Haiti, the 
Philippines and throughout the state of Florida, tackling difficult ethical questions 
surrounding birth control, sterilization, incentives and the reluctance of men to participate 
in family planning. (From Australia) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(N,A) CC   

 
4:15 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, Tasmanian cheese with a 
Czech cheese pioneer; Vietnamese vegetable carving; growing Italian prickly pears; and 
cooking at the Mexican Embassy in Canberra. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
4:50 am Caldera - A young girl goes off her medication and leaves a bleak metropolis to immerse 

herself in a vibrant oceanic cove. (From the US) (Animated Short) (Rpt) PG CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
5:45 am France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.   
 
2:00 pm Summer Night Concert 2016 - The Vienna Philharmonic Summer Night Concert 2016 is 

being conducted for the first time by Semyon Bychkov and features a program dedicated 
exclusively to French composers. The compositions performed cover the entire range of 
French musical styles of the 19th and early 20th centuries, from Romanticism to 
Neoclassicism. Katia and Marielle Labèque are the soloists in the first Vienna 
Philharmonic performance of Francis Poulenc's Concerto for Two Pianos in D minor, FP 
61. (From Germany, in German) (Music)     

 
3:35 pm Hairy Bikers' Asian Adventure - Thailand: Bangkok and the Central Plains - They say 

it’s impossible to eat badly in Thailand and in this episode the Hairy Bikers discover why. 
They are in Bangkok and Thailand’s central plains, where much of the familiar Thai 
cuisine originates. Si and Dave find out why Bangkok is the street food capital of the 
world, they discover the secrets of an authentic green curry under the terrifying tutelage of 
Auntie Daeng and they help serve up some school dinners, Thai style. Then, heading out 
of Bangkok, they find out how rice is grown and help out in the paddy fields. (S.1,Ep.2) 
(From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   
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4:35 pm A Great Welsh Adventure With Griff Rhys Jones - Border and Brecon - Griff Rhys 

Jones presents this brand new four-part series on his native country Wales, famed for its 
beautiful landscapes, friendly locals and Celtic traditions.  Griff’s first challenge is to learn 
and perform the Welsh National Anthem. After a terrifying attempt to walk the suspension 
cable of the Severn Bridge and a more stress-free saunter along the remains of Offa’s 
Dyke, the ancient border with England and Wales, Griff's determined to pick up the Welsh 
language. Then Griff is in Hay-on-Wye, the town of books. Whilst perusing one particular 
volume he discovers his challenge; to swim wild in a mountain lake. (Part 1 of 4) (From 
Wales. in English) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC 

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Food Safari - Turkish Safari - Host Maeve O'Meara visits an emporium filled with 

ingredients for Turkish cooking with her friend chef Serif Kaya. Esma Koroglu discusses 
the Turkish love of colourful dips and whips up two beauties - a beetroot dip and a carrot 
dip. Ishil Ihtiyar then makes a salad of golden roasted eggplant and a bulgar pilaf with 
cracked wheat and capsicum paste. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Michael Mosley: Trust Me, I'm A Doctor - The doctors reveal the secrets to sticking to 

those New Year’s resolutions. Surgeon Gabriel Weston experiments with a herbal 
supplement said to help drink less alcohol. Dr Chris van Tulleken reveals unusual ways to 
get a better night's sleep, and Michael Mosley uncovers the secret of staying motivated. 
Meanwhile, Dr Saleyha Ahsan tests revolutionary new science that could help with easy, 
healthy weight loss. (S.4 Ep.4) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) G CC **Final 
Episode** 

 
8:30 pm Ireland With Simon Reeve - Starting at the spectacular Giant's Causeway in Northern 

Ireland, Simon travels down the east coast to the great and rapidly changing cities of 
Belfast and Dublin. He ends his journey in the stunning Wicklow Mountains. (Part 2 of 2) 
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC **Final Episode** 

 
9:35 pm Lockerbie: My Brother's Bomber - For 25 years, Frontline producer Ken Dornstein has 

been haunted by the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland - a terrorist 
act that killed 270 people, including his older brother David. In this emotional and 
suspenseful three-part special, Dornstein sets out to find the men responsible for one of 
the worst attacks on Americans before 9/11, hunting for clues to the identities an 
whereabouts of the suspects, tracking them for five years across the Middle East and 
Europe in this real-life spy thriller. (Part 1 of 3) (From the US) (Documentary Series) PG 
**New Series Premiere** 

 
10:35 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
11:05 pm Trepalium - Set in Paris in the near future, where 80 percent of the population are 

unemployed, while the remaining 20 percent are living in luxurious conditions but are 
alienated by their jobs. (S.1 Ep.1) (From France, in French) (Drama Series) M(N,L) **New 
Series Premiere**  
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12:10 am Trepalium - Set in Paris in the near future, where 80 percent of the population are 

unemployed, while the remaining 20 percent are living in luxurious conditions but are 
alienated by their jobs. (S.1 Ep.2) (From France, in French) (Drama Series) M(N,L) **New 
Episode**      

 
1:05 am The Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, we meet local baking legend 
Dorothy Press at the Condobolin annual show; Afghan bread with Ahmed Sultani; chefs 
tell why the Japanese want our wagyu beef; and a visit to Perth’s Italian food pioneers. 
(An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
1:35 am The Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, chef Romano Rotelli of 
Pensiero Restaurant; the Danish horn of plenty at Bonjour Patisserie; exotic mushrooms 
at Li-Sun Exotic Mushrooms; molecular gastronomy; and caipirhinias with Brazilian soccer 
stars. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
2:05 am The Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a visit to the Ord River to learn 
about a chickpea called the macarena; the fine art of dessert with Ryoichi Shiratsgu; 
Victoria's rich black asparagus fields at Koo Wee Rup; and wild Singapore girls at a bridal 
shower. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
2:30 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, old fashioned fish and chips; 
fantastic fruit flavoured gels; soft slippery tofu made by Joo Pum Kim; chef Bethany Finn 
from Urban Bistro; and a country feast that's fit for a king. (An SBS Production) (Food 
Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:00 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, spelt - the story of a grain 
that's been cultivated since ancient times; voluptuous nougat with Robert Rinaldi; mussels 
Belgian-style; and how to make the lightest gnocchi with chef Mirko Grillini. (An SBS 
Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:30 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, growing and preparing 
vegetables; a gingerbread house in the Blue Mountains; crunchy heritage apples; and 
cooking with Hungarian legend Edith Szabo. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
4:00 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, the fishermen of Ceduna; cake 
decorating with Amanda Way; the dancing ginger growers of Sunshine Beach; two country 
chefs in Cowra; and some of our newest citizens - Africans in Alice Springs. (An SBS 
Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:30 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a visit to a native Australian 
rainforest to look for bunya nuts; fruit gelato from Pompei's Gelateria; the low-down on 
happy hens and their eggs; and an all-American Thanksgiving feast. (An SBS Production) 
(Food Series) (Rpt) G CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Classical Destinations - Explore Europe's most fascinating cities and the classical music 

composed there. Welsh singer Aled Jones follows the great Danube River from Budapest 
in Hungary to Vienna via Bratislava. (From Australia) (Arts) G CC 

 
3:00 pm Tracks And Trails - Howth - Feargal Quinn, Senator and business man, has often 

wondered what it would be like to be a tourist in his own area and hope that alongside his 
walking companion Kevin Rickard, he’ll learn more about his adopted home of Howth. 
Starting from the terminus of Dublin City Rapid Transportation, Howth native Kevin shares 
his memories of old Howth with Feargal as they walk up to Kilrock and around East 
Mountain to the Cliff walk. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:30 pm Which Universe Are We In? - Cosmologists are daring to think the unthinkable. The 

universe as we know it doesn't exist. We are just one miniscule part of a much bigger 
picture - a multiverse of infinite proportions. Once considered the domain of extreme 
scientists, new evidence from all areas of physics now suggests that the multiverse is a 
real possibility. This visually stunning documentary travels through four very different 
visions of the multiverse. Get ready to leave your pre-conceived notions of reality at the 
door and open your minds to whole new worlds of possibility. (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   
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4:30 pm The Great Serengeti - This program follows the lives of young wildebeest calves, as they 

make the longest migration of any land mammal - an arduous 1500 kilometre round-trip 
across the Serengeti on a relentless quest for water and grass. It is a dangerous voyage 
as only one in six of these newborns will ever return to their birthplace alive. After a year 
on the hoof, there is the briefest respite on the plains of their birth, before the relentless 
circular migration across the Serengeti must begin again. (From the UK) (Documentary) 
(Rpt) PG(A) CC    

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Food Safari - Spanish Safari - You can smell the heady scents of saffron, paprika and 

garlic as host Maeve O'Meara investigates the key ingredients needed to create a 
Spanish pantry and visits chefs and home-cooks to gather some easy recipes. Learn 
about the art of Spanish tapas and join Carlos Lopez, a master of the no-fuss paella which 
he makes on the small balcony of his apartment. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) 
(Rpt) PG CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Great Continental Railway Journeys - Copenhagen To Oslo - Armed with his 1913 

railway guide, Michael Portillo explores Scandinavia and discovers the royal roots of early 
20th-century British travellers' close dynastic ties with the kingdoms of Denmark and 
Norway. After braving one of the world's oldest rollercoasters in Copenhagen's famous 
Tivoli Gardens, Michael takes the train across the Oresund Bridge linking Denmark to 
Sweden, where he retraces the tracks of a train which carried a revolutionary Russian 
passenger on an epic voyage. In Lund, he samples a smorgasbord before having a 
Highland fling in Gothenburg, where he test-drives a vintage Volvo. Crossing the border 
again into Norway, Michael discovers how in 1913 this young nation expressed its own 
distinctively modern identity in plays, paintings and polar exploration. (S.2,Ep.4) (From the 
UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
8:30 pm Insight - Mothers Who Leave - Insight explores one of the greatest taboos in parenting: 

mothers who leave. We investigate the complex reasons women make the heart-
wrenching decision to walk away from family life. Insight is an Australian current affairs 
forum, with lively debate and powerful first-person stories. Hosted by award-winning 
journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC **New Episode** 

 
9:30 pm Dateline - China's Millionaire Migration - Over 100,000 Chinese millionaires have 

moved to Vancouver, sparking everything from a reality show to a property boom making 
housing unaffordable. Millionaire migrants: blessing or curse? (An SBS Production) CC 
**New Episode** 

 
10:00 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   
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10:30 pm 1864: Denmark's War - In 1851, victorious soldiers return from a three-year war with 

Prussia. Young brothers Laust and Peter become enamoured with the new estate 
manager’s daughter, the beautiful and fearless Inge. (S.1 Ep.1) (From Denmark, in Danish 
& German) (Drama Series) MA(S) **New Series Premiere**   

 
11:35 pm 1864: Denmark's War - As Laust and Peter grow up, they are both in love with Inge, who 

loves them both in return. Peter dreams of seeing more of the world, his interest piqued by 
the arrival of a family of travellers on the estate. On the political stage, the driven and 
somewhat unbalanced Monrad succeeds in stirring up a national euphoria in Denmark, a 
belief that the province of Schleswig has been given to the Danes by God. The Baron, 
seized by this nationalistic zeal, persuades the brothers of their duty to join the army. (S.1 
Ep.2) (From Denmark, in Danish & German) (Drama Series) M(S) **New Episode**   
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 MOVIE: 
12:45 am Inspector Montalbano: The Potter's Field - When a body is found cut into pieces and 

wrapped in a plastic bag, all signs point to an old-fashioned mafia-style execution. Why is 
Montalbano's trusted colleague Mimi Augello suddenly behaving erratically, and insisting 
on handling the case alone? Could Mimi somehow be involved in the murder? An old 
friendship is tested as Montalbano tries to help Mimi out of a dangerous situation. Directed 
by Alberto Sironi and stars Luca Zingaretti, Cesare Bocci and Peppino Mazzotta. (From 
Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (Rpt) M (L,V)   

 
2:45 am Rockwiz - Christmas Special - Rock music's most famous faces continue to mix it with 

the best local trivia buffs. Join hosts Julia Zemiro and Brian Nankervis, along with the 
RocKwiz Orkestra and the ever-faithful Dugald, at St Kilda's historic Esplanade Hotel for 
the music-trivia program that will brighten up your night. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:20 am A First Date – A lost soul who has been on a seemingly endless search for a partner. She 

has attempted years of online dating services but has yet to find success and is ready to 
throw in the towel. Marie has one last online date lined up with another lost soul named 
Arn. Will their first date be their last? (An Australian Short Film) (Rpt) PG(S) CC 

 
4:30 am Football International: Spain v Georgia – Live coverage of Football International as 

Spain takes on Georgia. Locations TBA. (Soccer) **Live**   
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CENTRAL STATES  

(SOUTH AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN TERRITORY) 
 

MOVIE: 
12:45 am Inspector Montalbano: The Potter's Field - When a body is found cut into pieces and 

wrapped in a plastic bag, all signs point to an old-fashioned mafia-style execution. Why is 
Montalbano's trusted colleague Mimi Augello suddenly behaving erratically, and insisting 
on handling the case alone? Could Mimi somehow be involved in the murder? An old 
friendship is tested as Montalbano tries to help Mimi out of a dangerous situation. Directed 
by Alberto Sironi and stars Luca Zingaretti, Cesare Bocci and Peppino Mazzotta. (From 
Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (Rpt) M (L,V)   

 
2:45 am Food Lovers Guide to Australia – Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, all there is to know about olive 
oil; the Melbourne restaurant scene; a third generation native Australian bee keeper; and 
a look at Sydney's Portuguese community. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
3.15 am Food Lovers Guide to Australia – Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, all there is to know about olive 
oil; the Melbourne restaurant scene; a third generation native Australian bee keeper; and 
a look at Sydney's Portuguese community. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
3.50 am A First Date – A lost soul who has been on a seemingly endless search for a partner. She 

has attempted years of online dating services but has yet to find success and is ready to 
throw in the towel. Marie has one last online date lined up with another lost soul named 
Arn. Will their first date be their last? (An Australian Short Film) (Rpt) PG(S) CC 

 
4:00 am Football International: Spain v Georgia – Live coverage of Football International as 

Spain takes on Georgia. Locations TBA. (Soccer) **Live**   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.  WEDNESDAY, JUNE 8 
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Tuesday June 7th, 2016 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

 
12:45 am Rockwiz - Christmas Special - Rock music's most famous faces continue to mix it with 

the best local trivia buffs. Join hosts Julia Zemiro and Brian Nankervis, along with the 
RocKwiz Orkestra and the ever-faithful Dugald, at St Kilda's historic Esplanade Hotel for 
the music-trivia program that will brighten up your night. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
2.20 am A First Date – A lost soul who has been on a seemingly endless search for a partner. She 

has attempted years of online dating services but has yet to find success and is ready to 
throw in the towel. Marie has one last online date lined up with another lost soul named 
Arn. Will their first date be their last? (An Australian Short Film) (Rpt) PG(S) CC 

 
2:30 am Football International: Spain v Georgia – Live coverage of Football International as 

Spain takes on Georgia. Locations TBA. (Soccer) **Live**   
 
5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 

(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.  WEDNESDAY, 
JUNE 8 

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.  WEDNESDAY, JUNE 8 

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.  WEDNESDAY, JUNE 8 
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.  WEDNESDAY, JUNE 8 
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Wednesday June 8th, 2016 
ALL MARKETS REJOIN 

      
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Trespassing Bergman: 1711 Videos - Join the world’s leading directors and actors as 

they explore the private film collection of legendary filmmaker Ingmar Bergman, and 
discuss what he meant to them. This episode features Martin Scorsese, Lee Daniels and 
Isabella Rossellini. (From Sweden, in English, French & Swedish) (Documentary Series) 
M(A,L) CC   

 
2:55 pm SBS Flashback - Lee Lin Chin takes a nostalgic journey through the SBS archives 

highlighting some of the most recognisable faces across the 40 years of SBS. (From 
Australia) (Short) G   

 
3:00 pm Dateline - China's Millionaire Migration - Over 100,000 Chinese millionaires have 

moved to Vancouver, sparking everything from a reality show to a property boom making 
housing unaffordable. Millionaire migrants: blessing or curse? (An SBS Production) CC  

 
3:30 pm Insight - Mothers Who Leave - Insight explores one of the greatest taboos in parenting: 

mothers who leave. We investigate the complex reasons women make the heart-
wrenching decision to walk away from family life. Insight is an Australian current affairs 
forum, with lively debate and powerful first-person stories. Hosted by award-winning 
journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC  

 
4:30 pm Wild Britain - October to December (Autumn) - Wild Britain is an enchanting series that 

reveals why Britain’s climate is so unique and why the country’s relationship with its 
wildlife is so enduring and so special. In the final episode, the fading sun brings an energy 
change to Britain and powerful storms batter the shores. The trees go dormant, but not 
before a final burst of colour. For animals, the shortening days are a cue to act: sika deer 
battle for supremacy while dormice curl up for a winter snooze. Seals risk life or death in 
the stormy seas, while on land there are some who thrive like earthworms, fungi and 
mysterious slime moulds. Dark December allows the first snow to fall and the country 
transforms into a winter wonderland. (Part 4 of 4) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G 
CC    
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5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Food Safari - Darwin - Maeve O'Meara begins this new season of Food Safari by 

exploring the many cuisines of Darwin, including recipes from the city's large Greek 
population, the numerous Asian fares represented in the area as well as classics from 
local Indigenous cooks. From Chinese inspired fresh mud crab steamed with rice wine, to 
barramundi cooked in paperbark on a perfect beach, and from a Greek Sunday lunch to a 
Thai feast, this is a celebration of Australia's diverse culinary landscape. (Commissioned 
by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Armada: 12 Days To Save England - Newly discovered documents reveal a remarkable 

web of misunderstandings that stopped the Spanish from invading, and how the English 
victory forged the reputation of Elizabeth. (Part 3 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary 
Series) (Class. tba)  **Final Episode**    

 
8:40 pm 24 Hours In Emergency - 40-year-old betting shop owner Les is rushed to St George’s 

after losing control of his Land Rover on a country road on his way to work. 21-year-old 
plumber Cambelle has come to A&E with her mum Michelle and girlfriend Julie. She has 
an infected cyst on her bottom that could require surgery. Meanwhile 67-year-old retired 
doctor Patrick is brought to A&E after falling from his horse and being dragged forty 
meters. He lay undiscovered for over two hours with a badly broken leg and his helmet 
smashed into three pieces. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) M(L,A)    

 
9:35 pm Bosch - Exit Time - Deputy Chief Irving takes full measures in the wake of tragedy. 

Bosch finds himself in an unexpected alliance, which leads to a startling discovery. 
Eleanor seeks an advantage with the FBI. The nefarious gang behind serious crimes 
plans its exit strategy. (S.2 Ep.7) (From the US) (Drama Series) M(V,L) CC **New 
Episode**    

 
10:30 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
11:00 pm Plastic Galaxy: Star Wars Toys - Star Wars toys swept the nation with as much force as 

the films that inspired them, transforming both the toy and movie industries, earning vast 
amounts of money, and creating a hobby that today still attracts legions of fans. This 
documentary explores the groundbreaking world of Star Wars toys through interviews with 
the toys' designers at Kenner, experts and authors, and collectors. (From the US) 
(Documentary) (Class. tba)  **Gaming Season**   
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 MOVIE: 
12:20 am Goethe! - In the vein of Shakespeare in Love and Amadeus, comes this charming take on 

Germany’s most famous literary genius and rebel starring Moritz Bleibtreu. After aspiring 
poet Johann Wolfgang von Goethe fails his law exams, he is sent away to a sleepy 
provincial town to reform. At first he tries to do his best at the Supreme Court, and even 
impresses his superior Kestner. Then he meets the beautiful Lotte, and they fall deeply in 
love. However Johann is unaware that Lotte is already engaged to Kestner, and their 
relationship sets him on his literary course. Directed by Philipp Stölzl, starring Alexander 
Fehling, Miriam Stein and Moritz Bleibtreu. (From Germany, in German) (Film) (Drama) 
(2010) (Rpt) M(A,S)   

 
MOVIE: 

2:15 am Free Men - Algerian immigrant Younes makes a living on the black market during the Nazi 
occupation of France in the First World War. When he’s arrested and threatened with 
torture, Younes accepts to spy on a Paris Mosque that is allegedly providing Jews with 
false IDs and a safe haven. When Younes arrives he has a change of heart after 
becoming aware of the tragedy of the Nazi occupation, and befriending the rector and the 
people he is keeping safe. (From France, in French & Arabic) (Movie) (Drama) (2011) 
M(V) 

 
4:00 am Salvage Hunters - Meet modern-day treasure hunter Drew Pritchard. With demanding 

customers, high turnover, and one of the biggest decorative salvage yards in the UK, 
Drew is constantly on the road, crisscrossing the country in search of derelict gems and 
forgotten remnants. Drew loves the thrill of the hunt and while he gets his hands dirty in 
the country’s architectural backwaters, his crack team of restorers is back at the shop 
giving old and rare finds a new lease on life. (From the UK) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G 
CC    
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Thursday June 9th, 2016 
      

5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm World's Most Expensive Stolen Paintings - It is a world glimpsed only occasionally, in 

fleeting news headlines when a home, museum or collection is hit, and valuable or famous 
works disappear. But it is a story of our times: of desire, money, greed, and of humanity’s 
undying love affair with beautiful works of art. Alastair Sooke will investigate the meaning 
of value in art, the possible motivations behind art theft and question whether – in a world 
where paintings sell for hundreds of millions of dollars - stealing paintings is the ultimate 
expression of art appreciation. On an international journey, Alastair will follow the twists 
and turns of an active art theft investigation while exploring stories of heists that have 
caused the world’s most precious art to vanish. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Arts) (Rpt) 
PG CC   

 
3:10 pm The Dark Ages: An Age Of Light - What The Barbarians Did For Us - The second 

episode is dedicated to the ‘Barbarians’. They are often blamed for the collapse of the 
Roman Empire, but in reality they were fascinating civilizations that produced magnificent 
art. Focusing on the Huns, Vandals and Goths, Waldemar follows each tribe's journey 
across Europe, and discovers the incredible art they produced along the way. (Part 2 of 4) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   
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4:20 pm Fit To Rule: How Royal Illness Changed History - Bad Blood: Stuarts To 

Hanoverians - Overweight, mentally unstable, diseased and infertile. In this new series, 
Dr Lucy Worsley turns the familiar history of our monarchy on its head - revealing our 
rulers’ human frailties and biological weaknesses and unearthing the truth behind some 
most mysterious royal deaths. This week, Lucy takes a look at the medical histories of the 
later Stuarts, from the exile of James II and the succession of William and Mary to the 
beginning of a new dynasty, the Hanoverians.  (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) 
PG CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Food Safari - Peruvian - Maeve O'Meara explores the country considered the gourmet 

destination of South America - Peru - and its infiltration into Australian culture. She meets 
chef Alejandro Saravia who shows her some of the key ingredients of Peruvian cuisine, 
including chillies, corn, potato and the high protein grain of the Andes - quinoa. Maeve 
then gets together with a group of Peruvian women making humitas, known as the ‘bread 
of the Incas’, before joining an Andean outdoor feast that is dedicated to the Earth Mother. 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Sugar Free Farm - Going cold turkey from sugar can be seriously tough. Embarking on 

the radical regime are six celebrities, all living entirely without sugar for two weeks. On 
hand to keep the celebrities on the sugar-free wagon is nutritionist Angelique Panagos. 
Turning their backs on the modern food industry, they live and work on a country farm in 
return for their share of healthy, wholesome food. Breaking their sugar addiction will push 
their bodies to the limits. In this episode, Arg has an expensive accident and Jennifer 
Ellison struggles to come to terms with the harsh realities of farm life. (Part 1 of 3) (From 
the UK) (Documentary Series) (class. tba)  **New Series Premiere**   

 
8:30 pm Poh & Co. - Poh and her bestie Sarah create three unique ice cream flavours and go on a 

road trip in an attempt to break into the ice cream business. Back home, neighbours 
Antony and Liz have just had a baby. Poh whips up a big batch of butter chicken and 
leaves it on their doorstep. She and Jono visit new friends Tanya and Shaun who have 
invented an Aussie technique to make American-style smoked ribs. (S.2 Ep.4) 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) G CC **New Episode**      

 
9:00 pm Made in Italy with Silvia Colloca - In episode four, Silvia Colloca ventures to the seaside 

village of Vasto where she wrestles an octopus in exchange for a delectable seafood 
salad recipe called polipo con patate (octopus and potato salad). She then pops into 
Sulmona Markerts, Abruzzo, to purchase the freshest peaches for her spectacular 
summer dessert pesche al vino con mascarpone (wine-drenched peaches with 
mascarpone cream). Continuing on to her mother’s birthplace, Torricella in Abruzzo, Sivlia 
reconnects with life at its simplest and catches up with her cousin Rosanna who shares 
her take on a family classic called pallotte cacio e ovo (cheese and egg balls). Then 
travelling south to Molise, Silvia collects some roadside onions and teams up with her 
brother to make mouth-watering onion Focaccia. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) 
(Rpt) G CC   
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9:30 pm Follow The Money - Mia is critically injured and in the hospital, but her article on 

Energreen is published and puts Energreen’s management on the spot as they are about 
to go public. The article isn’t Sander’s only problem, since Nicky tries to blackmail him with 
the contents of the stolen iPad. Claudia is troubled by doubt - was Sander involved in 
Mia’s accident? Meanwhile, Mads and Alf are desperately looking for the whistleblower 
who was Mia’s source. (S.1 Ep.6) (From Denmark, in Danish & English) (Drama Series) 
(class. tba) CC **New Episode**      

 
10:35 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
11:05 pm Bi-Curious Me - This documentary explores the ramifications of usually straight-laced 

ladies seeking sexual fulfilment with other women - not just the thrill of an occasional girlie 
snog, or the effects of augmented reality girl-on-girl porn – the real long-term implications. 
Delving deep into this very modern dilemma, it asks important questions: Why this trend is 
occurring now? Will same-sex attraction empower a new generation of women? Is it a 
good or a bad thing for men? (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(S,N,L)   

 
 MOVIE: 
12:00 am We Are What We Are - When the father of an inner-city family dies suddenly, his wife and 

children are left to fend for themselves. However this is no ordinary family - they're 
cannibals who must now source their own meals. Nominated for two Silver Ariel Awards in 
2011, including Best Special Effects. Directed by Jorge Michel Grau and stars Francisco 
Barreiro, Adrián Aguirre and Miriam Balderas. (From Mexico, in Spanish) (Horror) (2010) 
(Rpt) MA(A,V)   

 
1:40 am Mythbusters - Star Wars Special - Stand by for the biggest geek out in Mythbusters 

history! The team is testing a trio of Star Wars tall tales. First up Adam and Jamie tackle 
TaunTaun Sleeping bag. Then it’s Star Wars Swing. In Episode IV A New Hope Luke, 
makes a grappling hook swing across a chasm with Leia in one arm. With the help of 
actress Sophia Bush and a battalion of Storm troopers, Adam and Jamie recreate the 
scene to find out if it’s possible. And finally in Tek-Swee Tree Swing, Kari, Grant and Tory 
delve into Return of the Jedi and test if Ewok’s primitive weaponry could really have taken 
down the might of the Empire. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
2:40 am Mythbusters - Household Disasters - On this Episode of MythBusters, they say home is 

where the heart is, but inside every home lurks a host of domestic dangers, so could 
home also be where the hurt is? The MythBusters are finding out, from a vacuum cleaner 
that explodes while hoovering black powder, to sunscreen that could scorch your skin, to 
piano’s falling through roofs, and finally to an exploding water heater that extinguishes a 
fire. The MythBusters leave no domestic danger behind, as they investigate a horde of 
household disaster myths. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
3:40 am Wildest Islands - Japan - Japan’s 7,000 islands cover an incredible range of extreme 

climates from frozen seas and snow-capped mountains, to sun kissed beaches and 
steamy mangroves. Winter can be brutal, and Japanese snow monkeys endure the cold 
by basking in volcanic pools. Spring is a busy time for Japanese fishermen and the sea 
birds that catch fish for them. In contrast, summer in the southern islands is sweltering, 
with crabs patrolling the steamy mangroves. (Part 1 of 5) (From the Netherlands, in 
English) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   
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4:40 am Teardrop - One afternoon, Dan is brutally jumped and accosted by a gang in his 

neighbourhood. Angel, the leader of Dan's crew, demands that he murder his punisher 
and thus earn his official membership into the crew: a teardrop tattoo under his eye. Dan 
stands at the most important crossroads in his life. Will he go through with the killing to 
become a member, or back out and risk standing alone? (From Germany) (Drama) MA(L)    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm Munch 150 - To celebrate the 150th anniversary of the birth of the great Norwegian artist, 

Edvard Munch, a 'once in a lifetime' exhibition was mounted in his home country, covering 
all of the artist's greatest works. Blending dramatic re-enactment of events in Munch’s life 
with Marlow's critical analysis and contributions from the curators and experts, this film 
originally had a worldwide cinema release. This shorter version offers a good introduction 
to Munch’s work and commemorates the anniversary of one of the world’s most important 
artists. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC 

 
3:00 pm The Point Review - NITV National News features the rich diversity of contemporary life 

within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, broadening and redefining the 
news and current affairs landscape. (An NITV Production)   
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3:30 pm Italy Unpacked - Looking To The Future - The second leg of Andrew Graham-Dixon 

and Giorgio Locatelli's journey takes Giorgio home to Lombardy, a region brimming with 
engineering innovations. The first stop is Corgeno, Giorgio's hometown, where Andrew is 
the guest at a typical Sunday lunch at the Locatelli's home. The next stop is Milan to 
explore its temples dedicated to the Gods of religion, art and capitalism. More amazing art 
is waiting for them outside Milan, in the gem that is Mantua, a town full of mesmerizing 
buildings. Next they explore Cremona, hometown to the one of the most famous luthiers in 
the world: Antonio Stradivari. Antonio provides Giorgio and Andrew the privilege to be the 
spectators at an exclusive concert. (S.1,Ep.2) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) 
(Travel) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:30 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - Robert Lindsay - To begin his family history search, the 

actor Robert Lindsay talks to his father and discovers that on both maternal and paternal 
sides there was a strong connection with active service in the First World War. (S.2 Ep.11) 
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC  

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Food Safari - Cypriot - Maeve O'Meara explores some of the simple dishes of Cypriot 

food, full of goodness and fresh flavour, based on a handful of key ingredients. In 
Adelaide, Maeve joins Miroula Kastrappi, who has made haloumi cheese for her family 
and friends for decades, and then meets a family preparing for Greek Easter. Melbourne 
chef Ismail Tosun demonstrates how to make bulgur kofta, which are zeppelin-shaped 
parcels made of cracked wheat made into a dough and stuffed with spiced minced meat. 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Angkor: The Kingdom With Feet Of Clay - Angkor: The Kingdom With Feet Of Clay - 

This two-part series investigates the downfall of Ancient Egypt during the Old Kingdom 
and the rise and fall of Angkor’s Kingdom in Cambodia. What chain of events and long 
term processes have contributed to their downfall until their final collapse? New answers 
are being meticulously sought out by archaeologists on the very sites where these 
civilizations once thrived. Each film unfolds as a series of enigmas being gradually 
resolved by the new evidences brought to light. The causes are many and at times 
uncomfortably familiar with issues our world faces today: drastic and sudden climate 
change, spiritual and religious crises and political upheaval. (Part 2 of 2) (Fro France, in 
English & French) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
8:30 pm The Missing Evidence: 9/11 - 9/11: Secret Explosions In The Tower - On September 

11 2001, terrorist attacks in New York resulted in the collapse of World Trade Centre 
Towers.  While the world focused on the organisation responsible, scientists tackled a 
more fundamental question: why the towers collapsed at all? After four years, the official 
conclusions leave many unsatisfied. Both buildings were designed to survive the impact of 
a commercial airliner and the fireproofed steel structures should have survived the fires 
that followed - yet within two hours both towers had collapsed. In addition, video footage 
of a molten metal pouring from the damaged floors and eyewitness reports of explosions 
before the collapse were not addressed fully - fuelling conspiracies of a government plot to 
destroy the towers and drag America into a war on terror. (Ep.2) (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   
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9:30 pm Britain's Ultimate Pilots: Inside The RAF -  In this four-part series, the summer 

schedule of four RAF display teams are followed leading up to the 75th anniversary of the 
Battle of Britain. The series follows the very best pilots in the World handling some of the 
most innovative and difficult aircrafts ever built. In this episode, the world's most famous 
pilots, The Red Arrows, reveal the secrets behind their spectacular British summer display 
season. (Part 1 of 4) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) G **New Series Premiere**      

  
10:35 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
 MOVIE: 
11:05 pm Ages Of Love - Featuring an all-star cast including Monica Bellucci and Robert DeNiro, 

this sexy romantic comedy explores the three stages of life and love. ‘Youth’ follows the 
story of an ambitious young lawyer whose life changes when he meets a provocative girl 
named Micol. ‘Maturity’ stars comedy icon Carlo Verdone as a faithful husband of 25 
years who is swept off his feet by the intriguing Eliana, while ‘Beyond’ features an art 
history professor (DeNiro) whose peaceful life in Rome is disrupted by the arrival of Viola 
(Bellucci). (From Italy, in Italian and English) (Romantic Comedy) (2011) (Rpt) MA(S)   
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MOVIE: 
1:20 am Quiet Chaos - TV executive Pietro's life takes an irreversible and devastating turn one 

fateful morning. During a trip to the beach, he saves the life of a drowning woman. He 
subsequently returns home only to discover that his wife, Lara, has just died from a fall. 
Struggling to cope with his new role as single parent, Pietro begins to spend his days in 
the park opposite his daughter's school. Nominated for the Golden Bear at Berlin in 2008. 
Directed by Antonello Grimaldi and stars Nanni Moretti, Alessandro Gassman and Valeria 
Golino. (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (2008) (Rpt) MA (D,S)   

 
3:25 am Who Do You Think You Are? - Rupert Everett - Rupert Everett's varied acting career has 

involved starring in some of Hollywood’s most diverse films. Rupert has a rigidly 
conservative background, and feels that much of his own life has been a reaction against 
it. Following the recent death of his father, Rupert wants to investigate the paternal side of 
his family. He discovers that his grandfather Cyril held an important role in Nigeria for the 
Colonial Service. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:30 am Football: Euro 2016 - France kick off against Romania in Stade de France, Saint-Denis, 

for the first match of UEFA Euro 2016. Although France has never lost a competitive 
game to Romania, history suggests the first game will be tight. (Football) **Live** 

 
 

Friday June 10th, 2016 
CENTRAL STATES  

(SOUTH AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN TERRITORY) 
 

MOVIE: 
1:20 am Quiet Chaos - TV executive Pietro's life takes an irreversible and devastating turn one 

fateful morning. During a trip to the beach, he saves the life of a drowning woman. He 
subsequently returns home only to discover that his wife, Lara, has just died from a fall. 
Struggling to cope with his new role as single parent, Pietro begins to spend his days in 
the park opposite his daughter's school. Nominated for the Golden Bear at Berlin in 2008. 
Directed by Antonello Grimaldi and stars Nanni Moretti, Alessandro Gassman and Valeria 
Golino. (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (2008) (Rpt) MA (D,S)   

 
3:25 am Food Lovers Guide to Australia – Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, all there is to know about olive 
oil; the Melbourne restaurant scene; a third generation native Australian bee keeper; and 
a look at Sydney's Portuguese community. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
4:00 am Football: Euro 2016 - France kick off against Romania in Stade de France, Saint-Denis, 

for the first match of UEFA Euro 2016. Although France has never lost a competitive 
game to Romania, history suggests the first game will be tight. (Football)**Live**    

 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.  SATURDAY, JUNE 11 
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Friday June 10th, 2016 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

 
1:20 am Who Do You Think You Are? - Rupert Everett - Rupert Everett's varied acting career 

has involved starring in some of Hollywood’s most diverse films. Rupert has a rigidly 
conservative background, and feels that much of his own life has been a reaction against 
it. Following the recent death of his father, Rupert wants to investigate the paternal side of 
his family. He discovers that his grandfather Cyril held an important role in Nigeria for the 
Colonial Service. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
2:30 am Football: Euro 2016 - France kick off against Romania in Stade de France, Saint-Denis, 

for the first match of UEFA Euro 2016. Although France has never lost a competitive 
game to Romania, history suggests the first game will be tight. (Football)**Live**     

 
5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 

(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. SATURDAY, JUNE 
11 

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.  SATURDAY, JUNE 11 

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.  SATURDAY, JUNE 11 
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.  SATURDAY, JUNE 11 
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Saturday June 11th, 2016 
    ALL MARKETS REJOIN 

  
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC   
 
2:00 pm FEI Equestrian Jumping World Cup - The latest round of the Jumping World Cup takes 

the elite riders to London as the race to reach the Gothenburg final heats up. (Sport) 
(Equestrian)       

 
3:00 pm Food Lovers' Guide to Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, Maeve visits a walnut farm in 
Tasmania where she helps with the harvest and enjoys a walnut loaf, and Joanna tries 
goat meat - tandoori and Moroccan style - in Yass. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) 
(Rpt) G CC   

 
3:30 pm PAN-American Road Trip With Dara And Ed - Guatemala to Nicaragua - Using 

Sullivan Richardson's expedition journals as their guide, Dara and Ed continue their epic 
road trip into Guatemala. After crossing the border they head for Lake Atitlan, the deepest 
lake in Central America. In this traditionally Mayan area, they stop to pay their respects to 
the chain-smoking, rum-toting Mayan deity Maximon, who blesses their journey. Back on 
the highway they find themselves dodging the colourfully painted chicken buses - the main 
form of transport used by the locals. Whilst Dara catches a ride on one with morning 
commuters, Ed goes in search of the engineers who take these clapped-out American 
school buses, modify and paint them for a new life in Guatemala. (Part 2 of 3) (From the 
UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:35 pm Beat The Ancestors – Roman War Machine – In this episode presenter Dick 

Strawbridge puts the team up against the might of the Roman Empire. They must build a 
Roman War Weapon. The Romans spent centuries perfecting their design of the 
Catapulta, an enormous bolt throwing siege engine; the team have just three days. 
(Documentary Series) (From UK, in English) (Part 2 of 3) (Rpt) PG CC   
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5:30 pm DNA Nation - In this final episode, Ian's in the grasslands of Kyrgyzstan in the former 

Soviet Union to discover how his ancestors' horse-taming skills and the invention of the 
wheel changed the course of human history. Julia Zemiro's father's ancestors were on the 
beautiful island of Sardinia, off the west coast of Italy. Ernie Dingo's genetic map leads 
him to Timor Leste, where he learns of humankinds' greatest ever achievements - the 
journey to arrive on the shores of Australia for the first time. (S.1 Ep.3) (From Australia) 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
7:30 pm Hidden Killers Of The Tudor Home - Dr Suzannah Lipscomb ventures into the Tudor 

home in search of the household killers of the era. In a time of radical evolution, the very 
idea of 'the home' gave rise to new possibilities for activities. It forced the builders of the 
day to engineer new design solutions and technologies, often with catastrophic 
consequences. As an age of exploration, adventurers returned home from the New World 
with exotic goods never seen before in Europe, many of which contained hidden dangers. 
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG **Documentary Premiere**         

 
8:35 pm RocKwiz Salutes The Legends - RocKwiz Salutes the Legends of Canada - Up-and-

coming singer-songwriter Olympia performs Joni Mitchell's 'Free Man in Paris'. Brian 
Cadd, a long-time fan of The Band plays keyboards and sings on ‘The Night They Drove 
Old Dixie Down’ as well as Paul Dempsey’s version of the Leonard Cohen song ‘First We 
Take Manhattan’, with Vika and Linda Bull adding distinctive backing vocals. There are 
questions and riffs based on the music of The Guess Who, Alanis Morissette, and Rufus 
Wainwright. (From Australia) (Commissioned by SBS) **New Episode**         

 
 MOVIE: 
9:35 pm Walk The Line - A chronicle of country music legend Johnny Cash's life: from his early 

days on an Arkansas cotton farm to his rise to fame with Sun Records in Memphis, where 
he recorded alongside Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis and Carl Perkins. Starring Joaquin 
Phoenix, Reese Witherspoon and Ginnifer Goodwin. (From the US) (Movie) (Biography) 
(2004) (Rpt) M(D,A,L) **Music Movies Season**      

 
12:05 am The Highwaymen: Friends Till The End - 31 years ago, country music legends and dear 

friends Johnny Cash, Waylon Jennings, Kris Kristofferson and Willie Nelson joined forces 
as the supergroup The Highwaymen. This feature-length documentary will feature archival 
footage as well as new interviews with Kristofferson and Nelson - the two remaining 
Highwaymen - and others who collaborated with the Highwaymen or were influenced by 
them. (From the US) (Arts) (Class. tba)     

 
1:05 am Masters Of Sex - Pilot - Michael Sheen and Lizzy Caplan star in this sizzling new series 

about the real life pioneers, William Masters and Virginia Johnson, whose scientific 
studies sparked a sexual revolution. He was a brilliant scientist out of touch with his own 
feelings, and she was a single working mother ahead of her time. Together their research 
changed the way society thought about, talked about, and engaged in sex. (From the US) 
(Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(S) CC   
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Saturday June 11th, 2016 
 
2:15 am Masters Of Sex - Race To Space - On the heels of Masters' proposal that they 

participate in the sexual response study, Johnson considers the best course of action to 
keep her job - only to find she no longer has one. The study has been forced out of the 
hospital and Masters believes Johnson is to blame. As Johnson fights to save her job and 
struggles to care for her kids, Masters moves his study to a brothel. But Masters soon 
discovers that the chaos of the cathouse is unmanageable without Johnson’s help. (From 
the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(S) CC   

 
3:15 am Masters Of Sex - Standard Deviation - Masters and Johnson continue their research in 

the brothel but skewed data confirms that Masters must get the study back into the 
hospital. At the hospital, Johnson is surprised to learn that a distinguished new doctor on 
the OB/GYN floor is a woman who has no interest in female solidarity. Meanwhile, Libby 
struggles to conceive and Dr. Ethan Haas gets the case of a lifetime - a woman pregnant 
with quadruplets. (S.1,Ep.3) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(S) CC   

 
4:15 am Food Lovers Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, all there is to know about olive 
oil; the Melbourne restaurant scene; a third generation native Australian bee keeper; and 
a look at Sydney's Portuguese community. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
4:50 am The Date - Tino, 16, has to host a date for Diablo, his family's stud cat. Tino's manhood is 

also put into test in front of two women. (From Finland, in Finnish) (Short Film) (Drama) 
(2012) PG   

 


